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PROOF THEORY AT WORK:
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN THE MINLOG SYSTEM

1. INTRODUCTION

The old idea that proofs are in some sense functions, has beenmade precise
by the Curry-Howard-correspondence between proofs in natural deduction
and terms in typedλ-calculus. Since the latter can be viewed as an idealized
functional programming language, this amounts to an interpretation of proofs
as functional programs. This concept and related ones goingback to work of
Gentzen, Gödel, Kleene and Kreisel are implemented in MINLOG, an inter-
active proof system designed for generating proof terms andexploring their
algorithmic content. Besides tools for interactive proof generation, MINLOG

has automatic devices� to search for purely logical (sub)proofs,� to check the correctness of a proof,� to remove detours in a proof,� to make a nonconstructive proof constructive,� to read off witnesses from a constructive proof,� to adapt an already existing proof to special cases,� to produce a legible verbalization from a formal proof.

The motivation for the development of MINLOG is to use the proofs-as-
programs paradigm to let program development go hand-in-hand with pro-
gram verification. MINLOG’s path to correct programs can be divided into
three steps:

1. Specification of the desired propertiesA[input;output].
2. Interactive proofM of 8x9yA[x;y] (supported by automatic proof search).
3. Extraction[[�]] of computational content ofM, i.e. a program[[M]] satis-

fying A[x; [[M]](x)] for all inputsx.

The advantage of this way of composing programs is that once you have
checked your proof-checker correct — and this is easy for a small one like
M INLOG’s — proof theory guarantees (in principle) the correctnessof all
extracted programs. Furthermore one can regard a proof as anextremely de-
tailed comment on its extracted program.
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Since functional programs can be represented directly by terms in the lan-
guage, MINLOG is also well-suited for program verification.

As MINLOG is based on natural deduction and generates proof terms in
a λ-calculus style, it is closely related to implementations of constructive
type theory such as Alf, Coq, Lego, NuPrl, or Typelab. In particular it shares
many features with the specification and verification environment Typelab de-
scribed in I.3.15 which – like MINLOG – is tailored for practical use on con-
crete programming problems. However, whereas Typelab and other systems
mainly exploit the rich type theoretic specification language, we have chosen
for M INLOG a very simple language (first-order formulas over a simply typed
λ-calculus) which needs no ‘expert knowledge’ to understand. The concep-
tual simplicity of MINLOG allows the user to quickly access non-trivial prov-
ing and programming problems and to use advanced proof theoretic proof
manipulation techniques. MINLOG is an open system, where the user may
easily add self-defined concepts. Another advantage is thatthe extracted pro-
grams are just simply typedλ-terms with higher type primitive recursion. In
systems like NuPrl or Coq proofs and programs are not separated so clearly
and in particular programs may have complicated dependent types. A system
where proofs and programs are clearly distinguished is PX (Hayashi, 1990)
which is based on Feferman’s untyped theory of functions andclasses. How-
ever, in PX arbitrary partial recursive programs may be extracted whereas in
M INLOG programs extracted from proofs are always total.

We describe the logical background of MINLOG’s kernel in section 2 and
its concrete realization in section 3. Further important features will be ex-
plained by means of three non-trivial examples:

In our first example coming from practice (section 4) we will use MINLOG

to interactively verify a train scheduler. Nondeterminismwill lead us to higher
order terms. Also we will see the use of an error object, introducing the notion
of partial objects.

The next example (section 5) is well-known in computer science: quick-
sort. Here we see the proofs-as-programs paradigm in a concrete case. The
algorithm isextractedfrom a proof of its specification. We will also see how
to introduce inductive data types as an extension to MINLOG.

The final example about search in finite trees (section 6) shows two tech-
niques of very-high-level program development:

The fact, that a finite tree fulfillinga property always has a minimal subtree
fulfilling it too, has a trivial classical proof. MINLOG is able to automatically
turn it into a constructive proof (using a refinedA-translation) and to extract
a search algorithm.
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Finally, if we have some additional information on the data (and hence
enrich the specification), we can reuse and shorten the proof, resulting in
a different (possibly more efficient) algorithm which in general cannot be
obtained by optimizing the original program.

2. LOGIC FOR COMPUTABLE FUNCTIONALS

The theory implemented in MINLOG is Heyting arithmetic in finite types
(Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988), arranged around a kernel ofminimal logic.
Classical arithmetic is contained in it as the fragment without the constructive
quantifier9�. From the classical point of view this fragment is sufficientsince
existential statements can be expressed via:8:.

2.1. The term-calculus

As objects of computational interest we choose the terms of Gödel’s System
T, coming with types (even if the type information is mostly suppressed in
this text). Besides the natural numbers, the booleans are predefined ground
types.

Types. boole j nat j ρ�σ j ρ! σ.

Constants. true j false j 0 j S j Rboole;ρ j Rnat;ρ.

The successorS is of typenat! nat, the types of the recursors (for each type
ρ) will be made precise later. From typed variablesx and constantsc terms
are built according to the standard of simply typedλ-calculus.

Terms. xj c j hr;si j π0r j π1r j λxr j rs.

General bracketing conventions: products associate to theleft, arrows to the
right. The scope of a binder is the maximal (minimal) possible one, whenever
the bound variable is (not) followed by a dot.

Terms are computed according to the

Conversions. π0hr;si 7! r;
π1hr;si 7! s;(λxr)s 7! rx[s];Rboole;ρrstrue 7! r;Rboole;ρrsfalse 7! s;Rnat;ρrs0 7! r;Rnat;ρrs(St) 7! st(Rnat;ρrst);
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whererx[s] (or r[s] for short) meansssubstituted forx in r . These rules show
that Rboole;ρrst (r , s of type ρ) corresponds toif t then r else s, whereasRnat;ρrst is the usual recursor with baser (of type ρ) and loops (of typenat ! ρ ! ρ) to be passed throught-times. The first three rules are called
β-conversions, the others we callR-conversions.

As is well known (Tait, 1967; Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988),the rewriting
procedure stops for each term with a uniquenormal form. Hence the congru-
ence given by the conversions is decidable. In our setting, congruent terms are
identified. ThisPoincaré-equalitymostly saves us from needing an equality-
calculus. (However the user importing self-defined conversions is responsible
for their termination together withβ andR!)

2.2. The logical framework

Now the basis is ready to introduce the objects of interest for theorem prov-
ing: formulas. It is crucial but nevertheless easy to distinguish between a term
t of typeboole and the atomic formulaatom(t) saying ‘t is true’. In particular
we have the atomic formulas> := atom(true);? := atom(false):
From the atomic formulas (which are decidable since their characteristic
terms are computable) we build the

Formulas. atom(t) j A^B j A! B j 8xA j 9�xA,

where9� is thestrongor constructiveexistential quantifier — to distinguish
from the classical9 which can be viewed as defined by:A := A!?;9xA := :8x:A:
Formulas without9� are calledclassical. For the moment we will concentrate
on the classical part. We will meet9� later again.

In the spirit of the Curry-Howard-correspondence we regardproofs in (the^;!;8-fragment of) natural deduction as terms in a typedλ-calculus, where
the type of a proof term corresponds to (more precisely:is) its end formula in
natural deduction, and the types of its free variablesare its free assumptions.

For the sake of clarity we annotate types as superscripts in the definition
of proofs. To start with, an assumptionA is introduced by an assumption-
variableuA, whereas an axiomA is introduced by a constantcA. For the mo-
ment our only constant is thetruth axiomTruth>.
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Proofs. uA j cA j hMA;NBiA^B j (π0MA^B)A j (π1MA^B)B j(λuAMB)A!B j (MA!BNA)B j (λxρMA)8xρA j (M8xρAtρ)Ax[t] :
The usual restriction on the object-variablex applies when buildingλxM.

2.3. Reasoning in classical and intuitionistic arithmetic

As we have said nothing special about? so far, we have a calculus for mini-
mal logic. To expand it to arithmetic and incorporate constructivity we add

Induction axioms. Ind8xbooleA : Ax[true]! Ax[false]!8xA;Ind8xnatA : Ax[0]! 8x(A! Ax[Sx])! 8xA:9� axioms. 9�+x;A : 8x:A!9�xA;9��x;A;B : 9�xA!8x(A! B)! B;
where in the latterx must not occur free inB. The notationM:A is synony-
mous toMA.

We formulated induction and existence as axioms since we regard them as
extensions of our logical kernel. You might miss negation axioms. But they
are already present:

Theorem.(ex-falso-quodlibet.)?! A is provable.

Proof. By induction onA. Base.We have to show? ! atom(t). This
is an instance of8x:? ! atom(x). To prove the latter, we use the boolean
induction axiomInd8x:?!atom(x). It forces us to prove both,? ! > and?!?. Using an assumptionu of type?, proofs are simplyλuTruth resp.
λuu. Summing up,Ind8x:?!atom(x) λuTruthλuut is a proof of?! atom(t).
Step.By induction hypothesis we have a proofM of type? ! A. We get?!9�xAas the type ofλu:9�+x;Ax(Mu). The other cases of the induction step
are easy, too.

A similar consideration shows thatstability::A! A is provable for all
classical formulasA. Nevertheless we often use ex-falso-quodlibet and stabil-
ity as axioms in order to avoid myriads of boolean inductions.

Summing up, with the appropriate choice of a term calculus weget Hey-
ting arithmetic, and restriction to the classical fragmentyields Peano arith-
metic.
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2.4. Semantics

The denotational semantics kept in the design of MINLOG is Scott’s domain
theory (Scott, 1982). A variable is supposed to denote a partial continuous
functional of its type, whereas a program constant is interpreted by a com-
putable functional. This is reflected in our formalism wherewe can work
with possibly undefined objects (cf. section 4). Since in some applications no
partial objects appear, we in addition allow a second kind ofvariables ranging
only over the subclass of total functionals. For the theory of totality in higher
types we refer to (Berger, 1993b). Computability of the constants implies that
atomic formulas are decidable and extracted programs are executable (See
also section 5).

3. THE M INLOG SYSTEM

The MINLOG system is implemented in SCHEME, a LISP-dialect. Its size is
about 1/2 MB, which is rather small compared with other theorem provers.
It is an interactive system which however has quite elaborate components for
automated proof search and term rewriting.

3.1. Interactive theorem proving

For proving a theorem in MINLOG the user first has to specify the framework
consisting of a language and axioms. This can be done by declaring new vari-
ables and program constants of possibly user-defined types.We allow con-
stants parametric in types and, corresponding to that, axioms parametric in
formulas. Canonical examples are the recursion operator and the induction
scheme. Further axioms or lemmas to be proven later can be introduced as
so-called global assumptions. The user may take anything (hopefully valid)
for granted; as long as a global assumption contains no computational infor-
mation, it will not affect program extraction—as we will seein section 5.

In the sequel we want to give an idea how to work with the MINLOG

system. Let us begin with a small example:(8x:A[x]! B[x])!8xA[x]! 8xB[x]:
We first present a natural deduction proof of this formula in familiar tree
notation:
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u : 8x:A[x]! B[x] x

A[x]! B[x] v : 8xA[x] x

A[x]
B[x]

λx 8xB[x]
λv 8xA[x]! 8xB[x]

λu (8x:A[x]! B[x])! 8xA[x]!8xB[x]
Below the protocol of the interactive proof is shown. The lines in paren-

theses are the commands given by the MINLOG user; those starting with a
semicolon are the responses of the system, e.g. telling us current goals and
actual contexts (some responses are dropped here).

We start with introducing an arbitrary typearb and declare a variablex
of typearb as well as two program constantsa andb of typearb->boole,
displayed with capital letters, representing the formulasA[x] andB[x]. The
numerical argument 0 in the declaration of the program constants determines
their degree of totality. This degree has impact on the execution of possible
term rewriting discussed below.

After stating the goal the proof is built up in a backward reasoning fash-
ion. For conciseness, the system displays the atomic formula atom(t) by the
boolean termt (since it is clear from the context that a formula is meant).
Hence we read(A x) for the internal(atom (a x)).

The symbols?, ?-KERNEL, ?1 are labels to identify the (sub)goals. In
I.3.15 the role of these ‘metavariables’, which are an official part of the for-
mal language of Typelab, is thoroughly investigated, especially with respect
to the problems arising in conjunction withβ-reduction. In MINLOG, how-
ever, these problems do not occur, since we do not allow normalization for
incomplete proofs.

With the commandassume introduction rules for implication and univer-
sal quantification can be treated (backwards) in one step; the user only has to
choose some new labels for the assumptions. The commanduse-with allows
to prove the subgoal?-KERNEL:B[x] by using the assumptionu atx provided
one can find a proof for the premiseA[x]. This is the new goal?1, which of
course can be proved with a further application of an elimination rule.

(add-ground-type ’arb ’x)

(add-program-constant ’a (cons-arrow ’arb ’boole) 0 "A")

(add-program-constant ’b (cons-arrow ’arb ’boole) 0 "B")

(set-goal ’? (parse-formula "(all x (a x -> b x)) ->

all x (a x) -> all x (b x)"))
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;?:(all x.A x -> B x) -> all x A x -> all x B x

(assume ’u ’v ’x)

;ok, under these assumptions we have the new goal

;?-KERNEL: B x from

; u:all x.A x -> B x

; v:all x A x

; x

(use-with ’u ’x ’?1)

;ok, ?-KERNEL can be obtained from

;?1: A x from

; u:all x.A x -> B x

; v:all x A x

; x

(use-with ’v ’x)

;ok, ?1 is proved. Proof finished.

Now let us have a look at the proof term corresponding to that proof. It was
generated interactively by editing an incomplete derivation term with holes in
it which are the open goals. In our example the (partial) proof term develops
as follows:

?

λu;v;x: ?-KERNEL
λu;v;x: ux?1

λu;v;x: ux(vx):
There are also some tools for forward reasoning. For instance, instead of

the last two steps in the interactive proof, it is also possible to first instantiate
the assumptionv with x. Then only the context changes since we have a new
assumptionvi:A(x). To finish the proof we can useu atx andvi . This different
proof leads to different (partial) proof terms developing as follows:

?

λu;v;x: ?-KERNEL
λu;v;x: (λvi: ?-KERNEL-INST)(vx)
λu;v;x: (λvi: uxvi)(vx):

Note that this proof term can beβ-normalized to the proof term above (see
subsection 3.4).
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3.2. Automated proof-search

Of course our first example was an easy one that only deals withlogic. A
useful proof system should be able to prove such a formula without human
interaction:

(set-goal ’? (parse-formula "(all x (a x -> b x)) ->

all x (a x) -> all x (b x)"))

;?:(all x.A x -> B x) -> all x A x -> all x B x

(search)

;ok, ? is proved by minimal quantifier logic.

;Proof finished.

The automatically generated proof term,λu01;u02;x:u01x(u02x), is equal
modulo bound renaming to the former one. It is obtained by breadth-first
proof-search in the style of (Miller, 1991). Usually, this device is applied to
subgoals provable by pure predicate logic (including the use of global as-
sumptions).

3.3. Proof presentation

A proof term can be used to automatically produce a legible presentation, i.e.
a TEX-script:

Proposition. (8x:A(x)! B(x))! 8xA(x)!8xB(x).
Proof. For (8x:A(x) ! B(x)) ! 8xA(x) ! 8xB(x) assume8x:A(x)! B(x) [1], 8xA(x) [2] andx. Then we have to show
B(x). We derive this fromA(x)! B(x) (as an instance of [1])
and have to showA(x). That is an instance of [2].

This purely logical example was chosen to demonstrate the Curry-Howard-
correspondence and the interactive use of the logical rules. MINLOG’s em-
phasis, however, lies on concrete mathematical problems; data types and con-
stants should have a fixed denotational semantics expressedoperationally by
suitable higher type rewriting rules.

3.4. Normalization-by-evaluation

The heart of MINLOG is the normalization-by-evaluation mechanism provid-
ing an efficient implementation of the operational semantics. Since terms are
represented by SCHEME expressions it is quite natural to use SCHEME eval-
uation instead of explicitly programming a normalization procedure (Berger
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and Schwichtenberg, 1991; Berger, 1993a; Berger et al., 1998). Terms are
normalized with respect toβR-conversion and additional higher order rewrite
rules given by the user. Correctness and termination of the additional rules
are under control of the user. The problem of termination andconfluence
of higher type rewrite systems has been analyzed e.g. in (vande Pol and
Schwichtenberg, 1995; Nipkow, 1993).

The effect of term rewriting is shown in a second small example. We prove8neven(2�n)
where odd and even are defined as usualodd(0) = false even(0) = trueodd(n+1) = even(n) even(n+1) = odd(n)
by induction onn. The base caseeven(2�0), to be proven first, normalizes to
the truth axiom. In the step case we also use term rewriting when applying
the commanduse-with.

(set-goal ’? (parse-formula "all n even(2*n)"))

(ind)

;ok, ? can be obtained from

;?-STEP: all n.even(2*n) -> even(2*(n+1))

;?-BASE: even(2*0)

(normalize-goal)

;ok, the normalized goal is

;?-BASE-NF: T

(prop)

;ok, ?-BASE-NF is proved by minimal propositional logic.

;The active goal now is

;?-STEP: all n.even(2*n) -> even(2*(n+1))

(assume ’n ’ih)

;ok, under these assumptions we have the new goal

;?-STEP-KERNEL: even(2*(n+1)) from

; n ih:even(2*n)

(use-with ’ih)

;ok, ?-STEP-KERNEL is proved. Proof finished.
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Step by step we get the following (partial) proof terms:

?

nat-ind-at8neven(n) ?-BASE ?-STEP
nat-ind-at8neven(n) Truth> (λn; ih: ih)

where nat-ind-at is the constant representing the induction axiom. Note that
although the rewrite steps are not shown in the proof term, they are visible
(&�.) in the automatically generated TEX-script.

Proposition. 8neven(2 �n).
Proof.8neven(2 �n) is shown by induction onn. The base case
follows from the axiom of truth whereeven(2 � 0)&�.> .
Step case: Assumen andeven(2 �n) [1] and useeven(2 � n)
[1] whereeven(2 � (n+1))&�.even(2 �n).

Now we have described the basic system. The following sections are devoted
to MINLOG’s additional features and examples.

4. HIGHER TYPES FOR PROGRAM VERIFICATION: SCHEDULING

As a first example of how to prove something with the MINLOG system we
pick a simple but somewhat practical one: a safety property for a distributed
system. The example is mathematically quite trivial; however, it hopefully
makes clear that in a similar way one can deal with more complex (and
more realistic) examples. In particular, we want to demonstrate the follow-
ing points.

1. Nondeterminism can be described using a choice function (or scheduler)
as a parameter (as was done in (Boyer and Moore, 1988, p. 87) ina first
order context).

2. To make proofs manageable it is essential to use rewrite rules to take care
of the computational parts.

3. It is useful to give explicit definitions (as primitive recursive functionals)
wherever possible. This turns many of the proof obligationsinto compu-
tational tasks (cf. 2).
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4.1. The problem

Consider a track divided into segments, with an arbitrary number of trains
moving back and forth. For simplicity let us assume that the track is linear and
infinite, so the segments can be modelled by the integers. Trains can move in
both directions, but they can enter another segment only if it is empty, i.e. not
occupied by another train. We want to give a formal proof of a very simple
safety property of this system, namely that no train can everpass another one.

The system we want to describe is nondeterministic: at any time every
train can try to move in any direction. We choose an interleaving model to
describe the situation, i.e. we assume that the actions takeplace one after the
other. To prove safety properties we do not loose anything bythis view.

We model the nondeterministic system using a choice function (or sched-
uler) as a parameter. This choice function determines at every moment which
action is to be taken. Hence the behaviour of the system is uniquely deter-
mined once the choice function is given. The description of the system then
consists of giving a definition of the state of each agent by primitive recursion
over the time (modelled discretely by the natural numbers),with the choice
function as a parameter.

It is convenient to split up the choice function into two components: a
function giving the active segment, and a function telling the direction in
which an activated train can try to move.

4.2. The language

An appropriate language has four ground types (sorts), withvariables

m;n for natural numbers (used to model discrete time),

p;q for booleans,

i for segments,

j for trains.

The predecessor and successor functions for segments are denoted byprev
andnext. We also use=, <,� for segments.

It will be useful to allow an error objectundef (read ‘undefined’) for every
ground type. We use variables with a hat (i.e. ˆn, p̂, î, ĵ) to range over arbi-
trary objects of their type, includingundef . Variables without hat range over
defined (or total) objects (cf. section 2).
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Parameters
The system is determined by its state at time 0, given by the functionsinitocc: segment ! train resp. initloc: train ! segment describing the ini-
tial distribution of trains to the track, together with the two parts of the choice
function:act (for active-segment) andback (or, if you prefer,forth), a boolean
valued function:back(n) telling whether the direction to move at timen is
‘back’. For notational convenience we will suppress these four parameters.

Occupancy
Our first perspective is standing at a certain segment of the track, looking
back and forth, waiting for a train. The program constantocc (for occupancy)
yields for given (parameters,) timen and segmenti the train occupying this
segment at this time. If there is no train in the segment, the value is to be
undefined. We want to defineocc in such a way that the following property
holds:A train leaves the actual segment in the actual direction or will reach a
segment moving in the actual direction from its neighbour being actual, only if
its goal segment is not occupied; and nothing happens besides.Together with
the initialization this results in six clauses, in whichdef(occ(n; i)) means that
at timen, there is a train that occupies segmenti, andocc(n+1; i)= undef train
means that at timen+1, no train occupies segmenti.occ(0; i) = initocc(i);back(n)! act(n) = i !:def(occ(n;prev(i)))!occ(n+1; i) = undef train;back(n)! act(n) = next(i)!:def(occ(n; i))!occ(n+1; i) = occ(n;next(i));back(n)! act(n) = i ! def(occ(n;prev(i)))!occ(n+1; i) = occ(n; i);back(n)! act(n) = next(i)! def(occ(n; i))!occ(n+1; i) = occ(n; i);back(n)! act(n) 6= next(i)! act(n) 6= i !occ(n+1; i) = occ(n; i):
The clauses for the other direction are similar. So we defineocc accordingly,
by primitive recursion using the above case distinctions. The recursion equa-
tions can then be used as rewrite rules.

Location
Now let us assume, we are sitting in a train, looking where we move. The
program constantloc (for location) yields for given (parameters,) timen and
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train j the segment where the train is located at this time. Forloc we re-
quire the following property:The train being in the active segment moves one
segment in the actual direction only if this segment is notoccupied(!), and
nothing happens besides.In clauses:loc(0; j) = initloc( j);act(n) = loc(n; j)! back(n)!:def(occ(n;prev(loc(n; j))))!loc(n+1; j) = prev(loc(n; j));act(n) = loc(n; j)! back(n)! def(occ(n;prev(loc(n; j))))!loc(n+1; j) = loc(n; j);act(n) 6= loc(n; j)! loc(n+1; j) = loc(n; j):
The clauses for the other direction are similar; we defineloc accordingly, by
primitive recursion.

There is one important point to be made here. Theocc-function and the
whole first perspective could have been avoided if we had usedan existential
quantifier in the equations above, as follows:act(n) = loc(n; j)! back(n)!:9 j1loc(n; j1) = prev(loc(n; j))!loc(n+1; j) = prev(loc(n; j));act(n) = loc(n; j)! back(n)! 9 j1loc(n; j1) = prev(loc(n; j))!loc(n+1; j) = loc(n; j):
However, since we want to shift as much as possible of the burden of proving
something to our rewrite apparatus, we make this existential quantifier ex-
plicit by introducing an appropriate function. This is a general pattern: when-
ever in a given problem there is a functional dependency of some data from
others, introduce a function to describe this dependency inan explicit form.
This function can then be used in a rewriting mechanism, which generally
makes proving much simpler.

4.3. The specification and its proof

Now we can formulate the safety property we want to prove, namely that no
train can ever pass another one:initocc(initloc( j1)) = j1 ! initocc(initloc( j2)) = j2!initloc( j1)< initloc( j2)! 8nloc(n; j1)< loc(n; j2):
Rather than describing the interactive construction of theproof in the MIN-
LOG system, we restrict ourselves to some hints: The proof is by induction
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on n. In order to keep it comprehensible, it is crucial to think ofappropriate
lemmas first. In the present example, beside some basic arithmetical facts, the
following lemmas are proved separately and then used:prev(loc(n; j))� loc(n+1; j);loc(n+1; j)� next(loc(n; j));back(n)! loc(n+1; j)� loc(n; j);:back(n)! loc(n; j)� loc(n+1; j);initocc(initloc( j)) = j ! occ(n; loc(n; j)) = j:
The size of the proof term finally obtained is about two pages,and the effort
to generate it (without using any automated search) was 42 interactions. The
amount for each lemma was approximately the same.

4.4. Final remarks on the scheduling example

1. The constantsocc andloc are defined by primitive recursion with func-
tion parameters, i.e. within Gödel’s systemT. Since we only have used
the recursion equations as rewrite rules, termination as well as preserva-
tion of the values is guaranteed.

2. The possibility to use e.g.i as well asî provides additional expressive
power, which can be quite useful: cf. the use ofdef(occ(n; i)) for ‘is
occupied by a (real) train’.

3. The ground typesegment was described axiomatically, by means of prop-
erties ofprev andnext like prev(next(i)) = i. If instead we have a fixed
ground type like the integers for segments and constants forparticular
segments, we obtain an executable specification. It can be executed for
completely concrete data, but also for partially given ones(partial evalu-
ation).

5. PROGRAM EXTRACTION QUICKSORT

In the previous section, we showed how MINLOG can be used to verify that
a given program (loc) meets its specification. Now we will explain how to
obtain correct programs in MINLOG using program extraction. From a con-
structive proof one can read off a witness, i.e. a term that realizes the proven
formula. First, we will explain what it means exactly that a term (a program)
realizes a formula (we use the modified realizability interpretation (Kreisel,
1959)) and how a realizing term can be obtained. Then we will use this tech-
nique to get the well-known quicksort algorithm. This example also shows
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16 BENL, BERGER, SCHWICHTENBERG, SEISENBERGER, ZUBER

another extension of the basic MINLOG system at work: the Simultaneous
Free Algebras. The SFA implementation allows the user to addinductively
defined data types (in this example lists of natural numbers)as new ground
types to the system and automatically provides the corresponding induction
schemes and recursors, as well as an interface for the (otherwise fairly com-
plicated) creation of functionals defined by recursion overthis type. Similar
considerations concerning program extraction and its application to sorting
problems can already be found in (Turner, 1991). In the present section we
want to show that such a task can be carried out rather elegantly in the MIN-
LOG system.

5.1. Program extraction

A Harrop formula is a formula not containing the constructive existential
quantifier9� strictly positive. In the following letA;B stand for Harrop for-
mulas andC;D for non–Harrop formulas. First of all we define the typeτ(C)
of potential realizers ofC:

τ(9�xρ A) := ρ;
τ(9�xρ C) := ρ�τ(C);
τ(8xρC) := ρ! τ(C);

τ(A!C) := τ(C);
τ(D!C) := τ(D)! τ(C);

τ(A^C) := τ(C);
τ(C^A) := τ(C);
τ(C^D) := τ(C)�τ(D):

Now we can define themodified realizability interpretation tτ(C) mr C
(‘ t realizesC’) andε mr A:

t mr 9�xA := ε mr Ax[t];
t mr 9�xC := π1t mr Cx[π0t];
ε mr 8xA := 8x:ε mr A;
t mr 8xC := 8x: t x mr C;

ε mr (A! B) := ε mr A! ε mr B;
ε mr (C! A) := 8x:x mr C! ε mr A;
t mr (A!C) := ε mr A! t mr C;
t mr (D!C) := 8x:x mr D! t x mr C;

ε mr (A^B) := ε mr A^ε mr B;
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN THE MINLOG SYSTEM 17

t mr (A^C) := ε mr A^ t mr C;
t mr (C^A) := t mr C^ε mr A;
t mr (C^D) := π0t mr C^π1t mr D:

Finally, the most important part: how to get a realizing termfrom a construc-
tive proofMC. Informally, the structure of the extracted term[[M]] is exactly
the same as that of the constructive part of the proof termM. In other words, to
get the extracted term, we simply ‘cut out’ those parts of theproof term which
prove Harrop formulas and replace the constants (representing axioms in our
logic system) in the remaining part with corresponding extracted terms. For
example induction axioms are replaced by recursors. Then itis easy to show[[M]]mr C.

To define the extracted term more formally, assume we have assigned to
any assumption variableuC a new variablexτ(C)

u .[[uC]] := xτ(C)
u ;[[λxρ MC]] := λx[[M]];[[λuAMC]] := [[M]];[[λuCMD]] := λxτ(C)

u [[M]];[[hMC;NAi]] := [[M]];[[hNA;MCi]] := [[M]];[[hMC;NDi]] := h[[M]]; [[N]]i;[[M8xρC tρ]] := [[M]] t;[[MA!C NA]] := [[M]];[[MD!CND]] := [[M]] [[N]];[[π1(MA^C)]] := [[M]];[[π0(MC^A)]] := [[M]];[[πi(MC^D)]] := πi([[M]]):
Now all that is left is to find the extracted terms for the constructive axioms:[[(9�+xρ;A)]] := λxx;[[(9�+xρ;C)]] := λx;yτ(C):hx;yi;[[(9��xρ;A;C)]] := λx;yρ!τ(C):yx;[[(9��xρ;D;C)]] := λyρ�τ(D);zρ!τ(D)!τ(C):z(π0y)(π1y);[[Ind8pbooleC]] := Rboole;τ(C);[[Ind8nnatC]] := Rnat;τ(C):
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18 BENL, BERGER, SCHWICHTENBERG, SEISENBERGER, ZUBER

5.2. Simultaneous free algebras

Using SFAs, we can add new ground types defined by simultaneous induc-
tion. Formally, an SFA is defined from a list of new typesι1; : : :; ιn and for
eachιi a list of constructorsci 1; : : : ;cini together with their types. Each con-
structorci j has a typeρi j 1! : : :! ρi j n i j ! ιi with eachρk being constructed
using! only and with theιk occurring only strictly positive in them. The ob-
jects of the typesι1; : : : ; ιn are freely generated from these constructors, which
is expressed by the induction schemes that are automatically added to the sys-
tem together with these types. Here are some examples:� The typeseq of lists of natural numbers is generated from the construc-

torsε: seq and_:nat! seq! seq and is introduced by

(introduce-algebras

’((seq ((empty)

(add (n nat) (s seq))))))

The induction axiom for a formulaA[sseq] reads

A[ε]!8n;s(A[s]! A[n_s])!8sA[s]:� To define the typetree of finitely branching trees, we have to simultane-
ously define the typetreelist. The constructors aref�g: treelist! tree ,
ε: treelist and_: tree! treelist! treelist. It is introduced by

(introduce-algebras

’((treelist ((empty)

(add (t tree) (l treelist))))

(tree ((tr (l treelist))))))

and the induction principle for formulasA[ttree] andB[l treelist] is8l (B[l ]! A[flg])! B[ε]! 8t; l (A[t]! B[l ]! B[t_l ])!8t A[t]^8l B[l ]:� Finally the typeinftree of trees branching over the natural numbers uses
the constructorsε: inftree and lim:(nat! inftree)! inftree.
(introduce-algebras

’((inftree ((empty)

(lim (f (c-arrow ’nat ’inftree)))))))

The induction axiom forA[t inftree] is

A[ε]! 8 f nat!inftree (8nA[ f n]! A[lim f ])!8t A[t]:
Minlog7.tex; 28/04/1998; 12:50; p.18
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Functionals defined by structural recursion over an inductive type are usually
given as a set of equations, one equation for each constructor. For example,
the length of an element of the typeseq would be defined:len(ε) := 0;len(n_s) := 1+ len(s):
We could enter a term that does exactly the computation givenabove using
the appropriate recursor. The term would look like this:

(((alg-rec-at ’seq ’(seq) ’(nat)) 0)

(lambda (n^) (lambda (s^) (lambda (m^)

((plus-nat m^) 1)))))

This certainly is not a convenient way of entering the equations above. There-
fore, the SFA extension also provides a simple interface forentering recursion
equations. The command

(def-rec ’len (c-arrow ’seq ’nat) 0)

tells MINLOG that we want to define a constantlen of typeseq! nat.
; Please feed in (using define-vars) new variables

; for the following types:

; nat

The interface asks for one or more variable names that will beused to repre-
sent step values in the recursion equations.

(define-vars ’ll)

; len empty =? C[]

Now we are asked to enter the right-hand side of the first equation.

(define-rhs (parse-term "0"))

; len(add n^ s^) =? C[n^,s^,ll^]

; where ll^ = len s^

Finally, we have to give the right-hand side of the second equation. Here we
can use the free variables ˆn,ŝ (for the arguments of the constructor) andl̂ l (for
the step value).

(define-rhs (parse-term "ll^ + 1"))

; OK, COMPLETED; You have added the following

; recursion equations:

; len empty = 0

; len(add n^ s^) = (len s^)+1
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From now on, the constantlenwill be used in all in- and outputs to represent
the rather lengthy term given above.

5.3. The quicksort example

We will now useseq to get the quicksort algorithm from a proof of its speci-
fication. To this end, we introduce some more recursively defined functionals
that we will need:� s1�s2 concatenates the two listss1 ands2.� #m(s) counts the occurrences ofm in s.� s� mchecks whetherm is a lower bound for the elements ins:

ε�m := true;(n_s)�m := if m� n then s�m else false fi:� Likewise,s< mchecks whetherm is a proper upper bound.� s�m computes the sublist ofsof elements�m:

ε�m := ε;(n_s)�m := if m� n then n_(s�m) else s�m fi:� s<m is defined correspondingly.� sorted(s) checks whether the lists is sorted:sorted(ε) := true;sorted(n_s) := if s� n then sorted(s) else false fi:
Using the structural induction scheme, we can easily prove the following fun-
damental properties of these functionals:

1. len(s)� 0! s= ε
2. len(s<n)� len(s)
3. len(s�n)� len(s)
4. (8m#m(s1) = #m(s2))! s1 � n! s2 � n
5. (8m#m(s1) = #m(s2))! s1 < n! s2 < n
6. s�n� n
7. s<n < n
8. sorted(s1)! s1� n! sorted(s2)! s2 < n! sorted(s2�s1)
9. s� n! sorted(s)! sorted(n_s)

10. #n(s) = #n(s<m)+#n(s�m)
11. #n(s1�s2) = #n(s1)+#n(s2)
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Now we formulate the specification of the desired algorithm:we want to
show that every list of natural numbers can be sorted, i.e. for every lists there
is a listt such thatt is sorted and every numbern occurs int as often as ins.
Formally: 8s9�t:sorted(t)^8n#n(s) = #n(t):
The idea is to take, given a lists= n0_s0, the first elementn0 and splits0 up
into s0<n0 ands0�n0, sort these shorter lists and put the results together in the
right order. In other words, we prove the goal by induction over thelengthof
the given list, so we first prove8m;s: len(s)�m! 9�t:sorted(t)^8n#n(s) = #n(t)
by inductiononmand then get the original goal by instantiatingmwith len(s).
The proof is simple; we show it anyway to demonstrate that this example can
be carried out in MINLOG without running into technical difficulties.
Base m= 0. Letswith len(s)� 0 be given. Thens= ε by lemma 1. Lett := ε,
thensorted(t)&�.>, we have to show8m#m(s) = #m(t). This follows from
s= ε = t.
Step m! m+1. Let s withlen(s)�m+1 be given.
Note: we make a case distinction here (s= ε or s= n0_s0). Formally, this is
achieved by using the structural induction scheme forseq, without making
use of the induction hypothesis in the step case.
Case s= ε. Seem= 0.
Case s= n0_s0. Now len(s0) � m&�.len(s) � m+ 1, which we have just
assumed. Using lemma 2 and 3 we concludelen(s0<n0)� m andlen(s0�n0)�
m. Using the induction hypothesis fors0<n0 ands0�n0 we gett1 and t2 with
(1) sorted(t1), (2) 8n#n(s0<n0) = #n(t1), (3) sorted(t2) and (4)8n#n(s0�n0) =
#n(t2). Let t := t1� (n0_t2). We have to showsorted(t) and8n#n(s) = #n(t).sorted(t) : lemma 7 yieldss0<n0 < n0 and hence, using lemma 5 and (2), we
get (5)t1 < n0. In the same way, using lemma 6 and 4 instead of 7 and 5, we
gett2 � n0 and conclude (6)n0_t2� n0 using normalization again, as well as
(7) sorted(n0_t2) by lemma 9 and (3). Finally with lemma 8, (7), (6), (1) and
(5) we getsorted(t1� (n0_t2)).
To show8n#n(s) = #n(t), let n be given.

Case n= n0 : #n(n0_s0)&�.#n(s0)+1 L.10= #n(s0<n0)+#n(s0�n0)+1
(2),(4)= #n(t1)+#n(t2)+1&�.#n(t1)+#n(n0_t2) L.11= #n(t1�n0_t2):

Case n6= n0 : #n(n0_s0)&�.#n(s0) L.10= #n(s0<n0)+#n(s0�n0)
(2),(4)= #n(t1)+#n(t2)&�.#n(t1)+#n(n0_t2) L.11= #n(t1�n0_t2):

Here is the program extracted from this proofM. We show an edited version
of the original SCHEME expression (we have split the expression into three
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parts and renamed the bound variables):[[M]] = λs:glen(s)s; where

g = Rnat;seq!seq(λsε)(λnh) and

h = λ f seq!seq:Rseq;seq ε(λnλs1λs2:( f (s1<n))� (n_( f (s1�n)))):(gn): seq! seq is a quicksort function able to deal with lists of length up to
n and is defined by recursion overn:

g0s = ε
g(n+1)s = h(gn)s:

If f is a function that can sort lists of length up ton, then(h f) is a function
that sorts lists of length up ton+1:

h f ε = ε
h f (n_s) = ( f (s<n))� (n_( f (s�n))):

6. ADVANCED FEATURES: A-TRANSLATION AND PRUNING

There are a number of proofs of89–statements which — although very short
and elegant — do not immediately yield a program, since they contain non-
constructive arguments. However, it is well-known that such classical proofs
under certain circumstances can be translated into constructive proofs, and
hence yield algorithms via program extraction (cf. section5). There is a sub-
stantial literature on that subject, and the MINLOG system supports a variant,
known as ‘A-translation’, which goes back to work of Friedman (1978) and
Leivant (1985). We will explain this translation by means ofan example con-
cerning minimization on finite binary trees. We will also usethis example to
discuss a second technique for program development: the ‘pruning’ operation
going back to Goad (1980).

6.1. Search through binary trees

In our example we consider finite binary trees with leaves labelled by inte-
gers: leaf(n) j hs1;s2i:
We let P be a decidable property of trees. We wish to prove constructively
that for every treet with propertyP[t] there is a subtrees of t satisfyingP[s]
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which is minimal, i.e. for no proper subtrees0 of s, P[s0] holds. Of course we
are interested in the program extracted from such a proof.

Let s� t mean thats is a subtree oft and define

Q[s] :� 8s0 � s:s0 6= s!:P[s0];
A0[t;s] :� s� t ^P[s]^Q[s]:

Then our goal can be stated formally as8t :P[t]! 9�sA0[t;s]:
6.2. From classical proofs to programs

We will first prove the goal classically, i.e. deduce fromP[t] the classical
existence statement :8s:A0[t;s]
and then apply Friedman’sA-translation which gives us a constructive proof
containing a quite clever algorithm.

The classical proof
Here and in 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 we fix a treet and suppress it notationally, for
sake of better readability. Hence

A0[s] :� A0[t;s]:
Roughly, the classical proof goes as follows: assumeP[t] and8s:A0[s]. We
have to derive a contradiction. Using the second assumptionwe can easily
prove8s:s� t ! Q[s] by induction ons. Now, settings := t, we obtainQ[t]
and henceA0[t] (� A0[t; t]) using the assumptionP[t]. But this contradicts our
assumption8s:A0[s].
A-translation
In order to apply theA-translation to this proof we first have to look at the
shape of the proof in some detail. Note that we only used induction on trees
and the following facts aboutP, Q and�:

ax1: 8n:Q[leaf(n)]
ax2: 8s1;s2 ::P[s1]!:P[s2]! Q[s1]! Q[s2]! Q[hs1;s2i]
ax3: 8s:s� s

ax4: 8s1;s2;s:hs1;s2i � s! s1 � s^s2 � s:
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If we view Q as a primitive predicate then these areΠ-formulas, i.e. universal
formulas with a quantifier-free kernel. Moreover, the kernel of our goal,A0[s],
is quantifier-free. Now, theA-translation works for a situation like this. Let us
briefly explain its crucial idea at our classical proof.

Recall that above we have proved? from the axioms ax1; : : : ;ax4, the
assumptionsP[t] and 8s:A0[s] ! ?. Observe also that the symbol?, for
falsity, didn’t play a special role in the proof (e.g. we usedneither ex-falso-
quodlibet nor stability); in particular theproof was entirely constructive (al-
though theformulaproven was, of course, a non-constructive existence state-
ment). Therefore we may replace everywhere in the proof the formula? by
our constructive goal-formula

A :� 9�sA0[s]
and obtain a correct and constructive derivation of the formula A from the
assumptionsP[t] and8s:A0[s]! A. But: the latter formula is an instance of
an9�+ axiom. Hence we getA constructively from the axioms andP[t] alone.

Unfortunately there are some complications: (1) Of course,we want to
be allowed to use ex-falso-quodlibet (? ! A) and stability (::A ! A) in
our proofs and (2) the translated proof also uses the translated axioms; for
instance

ax02:8s1;s2:(P[s1]! A)! (P[s2]! A)!Q[s1]!Q[s2]!Q[hs1;s2i]
which is not provable, and, in general, will even be false. A way out of these
problems is to first replace in the classical proof every atomic formula by its
double negation (Gödel’s negative translation) and afterwards replace? byA.
Then (1) ex-falso-quodlibet and stabilityare translated into formulas provable
in minimal logic and (2) each assumption axi is translated into a formula
which follows constructively from axi. Of course, this modified translation
(i.e. Gödel’s translation followed by the replacement? 7! A) also affects the
formula A0, but still transforms the formula8s:A0[s]! ? into a provable
formula.

Remarks: 1. Friedman’s original translation (Friedman, 1978) replaces ev-
ery atomic formulaR by R_A and not, as we did, by(R! A) ! A. But
clearly the formulasR_A and(R!A)! A are constructively equivalent as-
suming decidability ofR. We have chosen the latter variant, since in MINLOG

we prefer reasoning with implications rather with disjunctions.
2. Another way to see theA-translation, is to say that in constructive logic

we may pass from a proof of:8x:D[x] (D quantifier-free), or equivalently::9�D[x], to a proof of9�xD[x]. This is known as Markov’s rule.
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The translated proof
In M INLOG we have implemented a refinement of theA-translation which
does not replace all atomic formulasR by (R! A)! A. In our example
this is only necessary for formulasQ[�]; in general, it can be decided easily
whether an atomic formula has to be replaced or not. For more information
on this refinement we refer to (Berger and Schwichtenberg, 1995).

Now, the MINLOG system transforms our classical proof into a construc-
tive one. We show this automatically generated proof in treeform below. Due
to lack of space we graphically contracted consecutive applications of elimi-
nation rules to one rule. Similarly for consecutive introduction rules. A double
line means that the conclusion follows from the premises by some elimina-
tion rules. The subproofs namedM, M0 etc. will play a role in section 6.2.4
only.

To make the proof tree easier to understand we give also an informal de-
scription: assumeP[t] and let

B[s] :� s� t ! (Q[s]! A)! A

(again we suppressedt). We first prove8sB[s] by induction ons. The base,
B[leaf(n)], is easy. To prove the step we assumeB[s1] andB[s2]. In order to
showB[hs1;s2i] we further assumehs1;s2i � t andQ[hs1;s2i]! A. We have
to showA. Case P[s1]: then by i.h.,B[s1], we have(Q[s1]! A)! A. Hence it
suffices to showQ[s1]!A. So assumeQ[s1]. We haves1� t, P[s1] andQ[s1],
i.e. A0[s1]. HenceA, by existence introduction.Case:P[s1]: Sub-case P[s2]:
similar to caseP[s1], but using i.h.,B[s2]. Sub-case:P[s2]: we use again the
i.h., B[s1]. Hence it suffices to proveQ[s1]! A. So assumeQ[s1] and show
A. Using the i.h.,B[s2], we see that in fact we may also assumeQ[s2]. Now
we have:P[s1], :P[s2], Q[s1] andQ[s2]. HenceQ[hs1;s2i], by ax2. Now we
remember thatQ[hs1;s2i]! A holds. HenceA. This completes the inductive
proof of8sB[s]. Settings := t we get(Q[t]! A)! A. So it finally suffices to
proveQ[t]! A. So assumeQ[t]. Since we assumedP[t] and alsot � t holds,
we haveA0[t] (�A0[t; t]). HenceA, by existence introduction. This completes
the proof.

Note that in the proof above9-introduction and case analysis onP oc-
cur which both were not used in the classical proof. The explanation is that9-introduction is used for proving the translation of the wrong assumption,8s:A0[s], and case analysis is needed for proving ax2 from its translation.
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The extracted program
From the translated proof we obtain the following program:

f (t) = g(t; t)
g(leaf(n); t) = t

g(hs1;s2i; t) = if P[s1]
then g(s1;s1)
else if P[s2]

then g(s2;s2)
else g(s1;g(s2; t)) fifi:

6.3. Pruning

The idea of Goad’s pruning operation is the following: consider the construc-
tive proof above obtained from theA-translation. At many points of this proof
we have derived the formulaA. SupposeM is such a subproof derivingA,
and assume thatM contains again a subproofM0 derivingA, too. Now it is
tempting to simplify the whole proof by replacingM by the smaller proof
M0. However, in general this will be impossible sinceM0 may depend on an
assumptionuB which is bound inM by an!-introduction. Inλ-term notation

M = M[λuBM0[uB]]:
Now assume that we are interested only in treest satisfyingP[t] and some
additional conditionC[t], i.e. we look for a proof of8t :P[t]^C[t]! 9�sA0[t;s]
and expect from this hopefully simpler proof a hopefully optimized program
adapted to the restrictionC[t]. Such a simplified proof may be obtained as
follows: in the subproofM0[uB] considered above we replace the assumption
uB by a proofKB which uses the additional assumptionC[t] (and possibly
other assumptions valid at the particular occurrence ofu), and then replace
the modified proofM[λuBM0[KB]] by M0[KB]. Of course, there is no guarantee
thatM0[KB] is indeed simpler thanM[λuBM0[uB]], but in most cases it will be.

In the following we will consider three pruning conditionsC1[t], C2[t],
C3[t], and study their effect on the proof and the extracted program. It will
turn out that not only are the new programs simpler than the one in 6.2.4, but
they also yield different results. This shows that it is essential that the pruning
operation is done onproofs, since optimizedprogramswill always compute
the same result on the restricted inputs.
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First example
Assume we enrich our specification by the additional information

C1[t] :� 8s1;s2 :hs1;s2i � t ! P[s1]! P[s2];
i.e. if P holds for a left subtree, than also for the right one. (The choice of the
somewhat arbitrary formulaC1 is motivated by the effect it later will have.)
Remember that in the constructive proof described informally in 6.2.3 we had
a case:P[s1] with the goalA. Then there was asub-case:P[s2] again with
goalA. In this sub-case we used the assumption:P[s1]. This assumption can
now be proved using the pruning conditionC1[t] and the assumptions:P[s1]
andhs1;s2i � t which are both valid at that point. This means that the case
analysis according to whetherP[s1] holds can be removed from the proof,
since we have shown that in fact:P[s1] holds. In the proof tree the simplified
proof is obtained by replacing the subproofM by M0, where the assumption
u9 is replaced by a proof usingC1[t], u3 andu10.

The program extracted from the simplified proof is the following:

f (t) = g(t; t)
g(leaf(n); t) = t

g(hs1;s2i; t) = if P[s1]
then g(s1;s1)
else g(s1;g(s2; t)) fi:

Second example
Next consider

C2[t] :� 8s:s� t ! P[s]:
This has an extreme effect on the proof, since already the outer case analysis
on P[s1] is decided positively. Hence we get a proof without case analysis.
This means that in the proof tree we replace the subproofM by M00, where
the assumptionu5 is replaced by a proof usingC2[t], u3 and ax4. The extracted
program is simply

f (t) = g(t; t)
g(leaf(n); t) = t

g(hs1;s2i; t) = g(s1;s1):
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Third example
Our last pruning condition is

C3 :� 8s::P[s]!Q[s]
which is in fact an extra condition onP. We look again at thecase:P[s1] and
therein at thesub-case:P[s2]. To proveA we used both induction hypotheses,
B[s1] andB[s2]. We ended up in a situation where we had to proveA under
the extra assumptionsQ[s1] (from ih1) andQ[s2] (from ih2). Now from:P[s1]
and:P[s2] and the pruning conditionC3 we canprove Q[s1] andQ[s2]. Hence
we do not need to use the induction hypotheses at that point. For the proof
tree this means that the subproofN is replaced byN0, where the assumptions
u11 andu12 are replaced by a proof usingC3, u9 andu10. The effect on the
extracted program is that the nested recursive call disappears:

f (t) = g(t; t)
g(leaf(n); t) = t

g(hs1;s2i; t) = if P[s1]
then g(s1;s1)
else if P[s2]

then g(s2;s2)
else t fifi:
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